### 2019 CoC NOFA
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
AND WEEKLY NOTICES
August 26, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>DETAIL</th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **NOTICE:** UPDATE to APPLICANT TIMELINE | Prior FAQ and WEEKLY NOTICES indicated that the local process could receive a record number of applications and scores could be close. To ensure accuracy, the local Rating and Ranking Timeline has been extended. | NOTICE
There has been a modest change to the previously posted Applicant Timeline. Please note the revisions to the timeline below. |
| **NOTICE:** Release of Initial Rating and Rank Order | The release of the initial rating and ranking results is anticipated for the late Thursday, August 29th. | RELEASE OF INITIAL SCORES and RANKING August 29, 2019 |
| **NOTICE:** Appeals Process Due Date | Appeals will be accepted between Aug. 29, 2019 and Noon on Sept. 3, 2019. Applicants submitting an appeal are advised to see the Appeals Process and Forms posted on the RTFHSO.org website. | Appeals due no later than 12:00 (Noon) September 3, 2019
Follow instructions found on the RTFHSO.org website |
| **NOTICE:** Appeals Committee Convening | The Appeals Committee will convene on Sept. 4, 2019 in a location to be announced. Please watch for additional detail on the RTFHSO.org NOFA page and notices issued to the agency Point of Contact. | Appeals Committee Convened September 4, 2019
Watch for detail. |
| Project Scoring | Is the APR used for the FY19-Scoring PSH Renewal and FY19-RRH Renewal Scoring Tools the general APR? The tool references Q19b in three of the criteria questions. The Clarity APRs (and in SAGE) do not include a Q19b. Do you know if that is an error? | The Simtech system pulls data directly from HMIS data that was ‘warehoused’ in early July so that the data would remain stable. The way APR data is generated for scoring is that the tool pulls out the report reference based on how the layout is stored by a layout that |
is done numerically then alphabetically so Q19a2 is Q19b and Q19a3 is Q19c.

The "Q19b" reference is the equivalent of the Q19a2 which is the second chart in the Q19a section of the APR.